Curricular changes underway for the major

The BC economics major is the largest undergraduate major in the Morrissey College of Arts and Sciences for the seventh year. A record 375 majors were in the graduating class of 2018: 149 women and 226 men. Some significant changes to the major are underway following evaluation by department faculty and the College. Beginning in fall 2019, the Principles of Economics course will be offered in a one-semester format. Principles continues to be a very popular course for students satisfying the University Core requirement in Social Sciences, but going forward, only the one-semester course and Core Renewal offerings by department faculty will satisfy this requirement. Economics majors will still take 11 economics courses, with the second Principles course replaced by another higher-level elective offering. All of the one-semester Principles sections will be linked to a discussion section, as is the case with the current large lectures, and completion of the one-semester course will earn four credit hours. The course will be offered in large lecture format, with the possibility of some smaller sections in the spring semester. The two-semester format of Principles will be offered for the last time in 2019-2020.

A second major change, implemented last summer, is the reclassification of the economics major to a STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) degree in Econometrics and Quantitative Economics. Although the economics major’s transcript will still refer to a BA in Economics, the STEM classification allows those foreign students who complete the full four-year degree to access three years of optional practical training (OPT) in the US after graduation. The increasing sophistication of the economics curriculum, with its required ‘hands-on’ econometrics component and an array of electives providing analytical and quantitative skills makes this classification an appropriate description of the BC economics major.
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Julie Mortimer promoted

In this spring’s announcements, Julie Holland Mortimer was promoted to Professor. Mortimer, a noted scholar of industrial organization, joined the Boston College faculty in 2011 as an associate professor, having held that rank at Harvard University since 2005. She received the PhD in economics from UCLA in 2001, and joined the Harvard faculty that year. Her research appears in *Journal of Economics and Management Strategy*, *AEJ Microeconomics*, *Journal of Industrial Economics* and the *American Economic Review*. It includes analysis of contractual relationships in the video rental industry, copyright enforcement in the market for digital images, and analysis of conditional pricing practices. She is teaching industrial organization at the graduate and undergraduate levels, as well as an undergraduate elective in Advertising and Media Markets: Advanced Research Methods; one of our department’s ‘big data’ offerings.

New additions to the faculty ranks

The department added four colleagues in this academic year: two tenure-track assistant professors, Danial Lashkari and Charles Murry, and two associate professors of the practice, Matt Rutledge and Chandini Sankaran. Danial Lashkari has a joint appointment in the International Studies program, a very popular interdisciplinary major that draws on faculty in several departments for its staffing. He completed his Ph.D. in economics at Harvard in 2017 and had a postdoc at the Cowles Foundation, Yale University in the following year. He also earned a Ph.D. from MIT in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in 2011. His research interests are in economic growth, the economics of innovation and machine learning.
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Nine PhD’s Awarded in May

The 142nd Commencement Exercises were held on Monday, the 21st of May 2018 on the Chestnut Hill campus. Seven PhDs in Economics were conferred in the ceremonies: Vitor Baisi Hadad, “Essays in Econometrics and Dynamic Kidney Matching” (Stefan Hoderlein), Jinyong Jeong, “Essays in Matching Theory” (Utku Unver); Hieu Duc Luu, “Essays on the Industrial Organization of Mortgage Markets” (Michael Grubb); Jacob Penglase, “Essays on Family Economics in Developing Countries” (Arthur Lewbel and S. Anukriti); Lauren Hoehn Velasco, “Essays on the Economic Causes and Consequences of Public Health” (Claudia Olivetti); Solvejg Andrea Wewel, “Essays in Household Economics and Econometrics” (Arthur Lewbel) and Penglong Zhang, “Essays in International Trade” (Jim Anderson).

In addition, two candidates who completed all requirements for the PhD since the 2017 commencement were awarded the degree: Mashfiqur Rahman Khan, “Social Security and Labor Supply of Older Workers and the Disabled” (Mathis Wagner) and Ekin Elçin Üstün Watson, “Essays on Fiscal Policy” (Peter Ireland and Fabio Ghironi).

Eleven Masters’ degrees were conferred on Divia Bhagia, Joseph Cooprider, Iliria D’Angelis, Haydar Evren, Valeria Ferraro, Luca Gemmi, Sura Imren, Alexey Khazanov, Xiaoying Lan, Ngoc Nyugen, and Praveen Saini.

Recent PhD Placements

Nicholas Diebel, CNA • Krastina Dzhambova, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater • Mehmet Ezer, Randolph-Macon College • Marco Ghiani, Ingress Health • Vitor Baisi Hadad, Stanford SIEPR, Postdoc • Lauren Hoehn Velasco, Bryn Mawr • Jinyong Jeong, University of Pittsburgh • Deeksha Kale, International Monetary Fund • John Lindner, Office of Management and Budget, Washington • Hieu Luu, Competition Dynamics • Jacob Penglase, University of Bordeaux, Postdoc • Solvejg Wewel, Analysis Group • Penglong Zhang, Tsinghua University

Unprecedented growth...from page 1 economics major. Although OPT only benefits foreign students (8% of the undergraduate population), all majors are gaining a better understanding of economics ‘in the real world’ through the curriculum’s expansion. The STEM qualification also has been applied to the Ph.D. in economics, increasing the competitiveness of our predominantly foreign doctoral students in the nonacademic US job market.

Majors report career success

The Boston College Career Center has produced a new “First Destinations Interactive Dashboard” which documents the career paths of the Class of 2017. Of the 1,125 graduates of the Morrissey College of Arts and Sciences, 69% are employed and 22% are in graduate school. Of the 245 Economics majors, 86% are employed, with 11% in graduate school. The largest shares of employment are in financial services (24%), consulting (15%) and banking (13%): 52% of graduates. By comparison, the 448 graduates of the Carroll School of Management are 80% employed, with 6% in graduate school. 44% of CSOM graduates are in those three industries. The Dashboard also lists employers and graduate schools. Among majors in graduate school, 37% are pursuing a Master’s degree in a STEM field, highlighting the importance of that designation for the undergraduate program’s future graduates. These fascinating data are available in a link from the URL https://www.bc.edu/offices/careers/about/eagles_fly/

Changing of the Guard

After three years at the helm, Prof. Hideo Konishi handed over the department chair role to Prof. Kit Baum last June. He in turn relinquished the role of Director of Graduate Studies to Prof. Susanto Basu. In perhaps the most significant transition, MaryEllen Doran, our administrative assistant for the last six years, leaves BC at the end of November, as she and her husband have moved to Las Vegas.


** Department ranked in Top 20**

The latest IDEAS rankings (http://ideas.repec.org) list the BC Economics Department as #19 among US economics departments and #26 (from #27 last year) among economics departments worldwide. The department ranks #9 among all institutions in New England, a category including the NBER and Harvard’s Kennedy School. Fourteen members of the economics faculty are listed among the Top 10% economists in IDEAS’ worldwide publications rankings of 54,501 authors.

** Alumni News Notes**


** Undergrad News**

At commencement, the Economics Department awarded prizes to three outstanding economics undergraduates. The Alice E. Bournneuf Award for the top economics major went to Christophe Bernier, whose thesis was entitled, “Developing a Win Probability Model for Hockey.” Using play-by-play data for several years of NHL hockey games, Christophe created a model to predict the real-time probability of winning a game. Chris Maxwell advised Christophe on his thesis.

Giffuni prizes for outstanding thesis work in economics were awarded to Francisco Ruela and Kyle Waters. Francisco’s thesis was entitled “The Impact of Child Earnings on Retirement Expectations.” Using data from the Health and Retirement Study, Francisco examined whether the income of children influences the retirement decision of their parents. He found that financially successful children tend to have parents who retire earlier. Professor Geoff Sanzenbacher advised Francisco on his thesis. Francisco has taken a position at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and eventually plans to pursue a Ph.D. in economics.

Kyle’s thesis was entitled, “The Impact of Non-stop Flights to Silicon Valley on Raising Venture Capital in the U.S. and Abroad.” He investigated whether the number of non-stop air routes between Silicon Valley and cities in the U.S. and abroad affect the amount of investment from Silicon Valley venture capital firms in startup businesses in these cities. He hypothesized that proximity influences the ability of venture capitalists to monitor their investments. Non-stop connections reduce air travel time and make monitoring easier. Kyle found that non-stop routes are very important for venture capital investments in cities abroad, but matter much less for cities in the United States. He argues this makes sense because cities abroad are further away from Silicon Valley both geographically and culturally compared with U.S. cities, so having more convenient (shortened) travel times takes on greater importance. Professor Don Cox advised Kyle on his thesis. Kyle is working as an analyst for Charles River Associates in Boston.

Last fall, the Department fielded a team to compete in the New England Regional competition of the Federal Reserve Challenge held at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. Despite a solid effort, the team did not advance to the finals. In September, the Department again helped sponsor a “Pillars of Wall Street” workshop designed to provide our top students with some of the skills and expertise necessary for careers in finance.
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Kit Baum has had an eventful year, lining up a sabbatical leave this fall at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm to pursue ‘big data’ analysis of the labor market impacts of Swedish immigration. He took over the role of department chair from Hideo Konishi on June 1 and departed for Australia on June 2 to work with Stan Hurn at QUT on a book project. He presented “Response surface models for the Elliott, Rothenberg, Stock and Leybourne unit-root tests” with Jesús Otero at the Conference on Econometrics and Statistics, City University of Hong Kong and “Implementing the Leybourne–Taylor test for seasonal unit roots in Stata” with Otero at the 2018 London Stata Conference. He also presented “Uncertainty Effects on the Financial Sector: International Evidence” with Mustafa Caglayan (PhD’98) and Bing Xu at the EcoMod 2018 conference in Venice. Kit also served on the examining committee for a PhD dissertation at Jönköping University in Sweden. He contributed to a World Bank study “Mixed Migration, Forced Displacement and Job Outcomes in South Africa”, work-


Paul Cichello became the Director of Undergraduate Studies last September. He continues to teach Statistics, Econometrics, and an advanced elective course, Impact Evaluation in Developing Countries. This summer, Paul presented “Informal sector employment and poverty in South Africa: identifying the contribution of ‘informal’ sources of income on aggregate poverty” at Universidad del Rosario in Bogotá, Colombia.

Stefan Hoderlein became associate editor of the leading journal Econometrica. He also has two forthcoming papers in Quantitative Economics and Journal of Econometrics.


Faculty News... from p. 4


Bob Murphy stepped down as Director of the International Studies Program after 17 years. He continued to serve as Assistant Chair in Economics, a sizable job this fall while Chair Kit Baum is abroad on sabbatical leave. In another major role, Bob is BC’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the NCAA and ACC. He is also Treasurer/Historian of the Boston College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa and on the Advisory Board of the Masters in Applied Economics in the Woods College of Advancing Studies. In June, Bob presented “Can the Phillips Curve Explain Inflation over the Past Half Century?” at the Western Economic Association International conference in Vancouver. With Adam Rohde (’13), he published “Rational Bias in Inflation Expectations” in the *Eastern Economic Journal*, January 2018.


Harold Petersen published a fascinating history of his decades on the Heights: *56 Years: Two Journeys: How a Lutheran became Ignatian in his Years at Boston College and how Boston College stayed Ignatian as it Grew*. The book is available from Amazon.

Joe Quinn teaches an undergraduate seminar on Microeconomic Public Policy Issues, a course on Public Policy in an Aging Society and a first year seminar on Social Insurance. Joe and Kevin Cahill (PhD’00) have two papers forthcoming in conference volumes: “The Retirement Income Security Outlook for Older Workers: Causes for Concern and Reasons for Optimism,” and “Challenges and Opportunities for Living and Working Longer,” and they are publishing another paper, with Michael Gian-
**Faculty News... from p. 5**

drea (PhD’02) “Is Bridge Job Activity Overstated?” in *Work, Aging and Retirement*. In August, Joe and Kevin presented a paper co-authored by all three, “Transitions from Career Employment among Public- and Private-Sector Workers,” at an NBER conference on retirement transitions in Jackson Hole. He reported that the conference attracted far fewer press than the Fed’s annual gathering in that venue.

**Chandini Sankaran** published “Rethinking How We Evaluate Teaching Effectiveness: Does Only the Mean Matter?” in *Perspectives on Economic Education Research (PEER)* with Jamie Wagner and Elizabeth Breitbach. She presented her research with Tamara Shelton titled “Transboundary Pollution in Southeast Asia: Welfare and Avoidance Costs in Singapore from the Forest Burning in Indonesia” at the Athenian Policy Forum in Greece and is serving as one of the two Course Coordinators for the redesign of the Principles of Economics course.


**Uzi Segal** is on the scientific team of the RUD (Risk, Uncertainty, Decisions) 2017 conference. He published “Preferences and Social Influence” with Chaim Fershtman in *American Economic Journal: Microeconomics*, 2018. Uzi also gave seminar presentations at Goldsmiths (London), Ben Gurion University, Johns Hopkins, and in the D-Tea conference in Paris.


**PhD Candidates’ Professional Activities**

Dominique Brabant presented her paper at the Midwest Economic Theory and International Trade Conference, the 18th Doctoral Meetings in International Trade and International Finance in Munich, and the Western Economic Association International 93rd Annual Conference in Vancouver.


Tina Letsou attended the Summer School of the Econometric Society in Singapore this past June.

Tomohide Mineyama presented “Downward nominal wage rigidity and inflation dynamics during and after the Great Recession” at the Young Economist Competition at the EBC Forum on Central Banking 2018 in Sintra, Portugal.

Alexander Poulsen presented his work “Political Opposition, Legislative Oversight, and Politician Behavior” at the EEA Conference, the PacDev conference at UC Davis, and the BYU grad student conference.

Priyanka Sarda presented her work at the Experimental Economics Summer School in Paris in June 2018.

Zhu Zhu was awarded the Dean of Summer Session Teaching Fellowship conferred by the Woods College of Advancing Studies. Zhu taught two sections of Principles of Microeconomics and participated in a number of teaching and writing workshops throughout the summer.
PhD students garner awards

The Graduate School offers our students the Donald J. White Teaching Excellence Awards. In prior years, we received one TF award and one TA award. The standards have been revised to grant awards based on the size of departments’ graduate teaching corps. Consequently, this year there were two Teaching Fellow Awards presented to Ratib Ali and John Lindner, and three Teaching Assistant Awards presented to Laura Gati, Vera Sharanova and Zhu Zhu.

Dedication to teaching and a highly positive reception by our undergraduates characterize virtually all our graduate students over the full range of teaching assignments. Our undergraduates are exceedingly well served by our graduate students, they know they are, and they register their appreciation on their reviews. By way of example, our hallways are filled each day with students listening to one of our TFs or TAs explaining some concept to them. Many of our students have earned the recognition by the University that these awards represent.

Vito Cormun and Kristzina Horvath are the recipients of the prestigious one-semester dissertation fellowships awarded by the Graduate School for AY 2018-19. Cormun’s dissertation will be comprised of three essays on macroeconomics. He is advised by Profs. Susanto Basu and Ryan Chahrour. Horvath’s dissertation is titled “Adverse selection and switching costs in health insurance marketplaces: Using nudges to fight the death spiral.” She is advised by Profs. Michael Grubb and Julie Holland Mortimer.

Summer Dissertation Fellowships were awarded to Gian Caspari, Tina Letsou, Priyanka Sarda and Liyang Hong. These fellowships are partially supported by the H. Michael Mann Fund and the Felter Family Fund. Ken Felter graduated from Boston College in the early 1970s with a BA/MA in Economics and has long been a generous supporter of Boston College and our Department.

Dinghe Cui, Alexandra Opanasets, Paul-Anthony Sarkis, Joseph Cooprider, Haydar Evren, and Xioaying Lan were awarded Summer Research Assistantships provided through the generosity of the H. Michael Mann Fund. Funds provided by the Morrissey College of Arts and Sciences and individual faculty members’ research funds enabled the department to award 15 additional students in the first and second years of the program Summer Research Assistantship. These arrangements involve students providing five full-time weeks of research support to a faculty member, matched by coincidence of interests and students’ skills. Summer RAs gain valuable experience in research methodology and develop connections with faculty members.

Undergrad News... from p. 3

In November, the Economics Department cosponsored a university-wide lecture by former Colorado governor Bill Ritter, who is well known for having supported the development of clean energy during his term in office. Ritter spoke about the progress being made on renewable energy technologies and expressed optimism that the momentum is strong enough to offset headwinds now coming from Washington.

In April, the Department sponsored our annual Omicron Delta Epsilon induction dinner. Our faculty speaker was Geoff Sanzenbacher, from the Boston College Center for Retirement Research, who provided an overview of income inequality in the United States. As always, the evening was an opportunity for students and faculty to interact in a relaxed setting.

This past year, Giffuni Family Internship and Summer Study Abroad Program offered awards to six economics honors students who were identified by the Financial Aid Office as having significant financial need. We are delighted that three of the students accepted. These students all worked at non-paying internships this summer. John Patrina (’19) interned at Savage Partners, an executive search firm located in Simsbury, CT. Patrick Mingey (’19) joined Kingston-Dwight Associates in Boston as a summer research associate intern. Noah Jussila (’20) worked as a research assistant for Prof. Sam Richardson.

Outstanding Undergrads Receive Cheney Scholarships

Thanks to the continued generous financial support from the many friends of the late Professor Robert Cheney, S.J., we were able to make nine Cheney Scholarship awards this year. The awards were given to senior Economics majors with strong academic records. They comprise a very active, adventurous, and talented group of awardees.

Claire Driscoll is an economics major and international studies minor. She interned and studied abroad in Dublin and Prague, respectively. Claire is a student worker at the BC Career Center and a trip leader for the Appalachia Volunteers program. Last summer Claire interned at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, and hopes to contribute to nonprofit work after graduation.

Matthew Fernbach is a double major in economics and physics. Last semester Matthew worked as an undergraduate research fellow in the physics department observing the superconductive properties of various materials and structures. Additionally, he is President of the Boston College Men’s Club soccer team, which won the Regional Tournament to advance to the National Tournament in Arizona last year. This past summer, Matthew interned at IBM’s Chief Analytics Office as a Strategy
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Matthew Terry is an Economics and Mathematics major, a Dean’s Scholar, and a member of Alpha Sigma Nu. He studied abroad in Melbourne this past summer and will return to Liberty Mutual Insurance and will work there after graduation. Matt’s work has appeared in *Journal of Labor Research*, *Monthly Labor Review*, *Industrial and Labor Relations Review* and *Health Affairs*. He continues to serve as a Research Fellow at the CRR.

Chandini Sankaran, an associate professor of the practice, earned the Ph.D. in economics at Kansas State University in 2005. Her research interests are in the economics of education, economic development and environmental economics. She is offering an undergraduate elective in the Economics of Education this fall. She has been an assistant professor at University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point, the University of South Carolina and a lecturer at University of Arizona. Her publications have appeared in *AER Papers and Proceedings, Perspectives on Economic Education Research* and *Journal of Economics Teaching*.